Evaluation of incompatibility in measurement of erythrocyte sedimentation rate by two different modes of automated analyzer and demonstration of surpassing with a manipulation
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Abstract

Objectives: Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) is an elementary and low-cost point of care test commonly used to investigate inflammatory activity, not used for the diagnosis of any particular disease. The present study aims to investigate the diversity in measurements within ESR analyzer modes and demonstrate an alternative manipulation which can reduce the diversity among the modes.

Methods: Measurements were performed in three groups (cycle mode, random mode, manipulation using application of shaker before running random mode) by VISION ESR analyzer on a randomly selected 120 patients’ sample from the central laboratory. Statistical analysis was performed with IBM SPSS 20.0 Software. The data were also evaluated using the Bland-Altman method to compare three groups and related subgroups.

Results: In all groups, we found the statistical differences between cycle mode and random mode (P=0.00). In our study, the findings showed that adding the shaker process in random mode yields more optimum results in ESR values, which was higher than 20 mm/h (P=0.295).

Conclusion: According to our analysis, the findings suggest that the compatibility between cycle mode and random mode is weaker; therefore, in clinical laboratory routine, it is preferably recommended to use cycle mode. When operators use random mode, it is more likely recommended, to ensure that the K3-EDTA tubes are exactly mixed with the samples not only manually mixing but also applied shaker process.
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Point of care test is very difficult to provide standardization of benchtop commercial analyzers due to the complexities of optical systems and image retrieval algorithms [1]. These automatic analyzers should be developed and managed with feedback from the clinicians’ aspects and observations of users. Operators using automated systems should use various skills and techniques to evaluate and reconstruct processes [2]. Research will allow more analyzer's data to be obtained on this subject. Eventually, standardizing the performance of the automated ESR analyzers is the most challenging, and at the same time, significant issue for clinical laboratory implementation. This substantial responsibility is shared with Clinical Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI; previously called The National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards [NCCLS]) and the International Council for Standardization in Hematology (ICSH) [3].

Measurement of the length of sedimentation reaction in the blood (LSRB), also called erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR): expressed in the unit of mm/h, is a simple and inexpensive test widely used to follow-up treatments and monitoring of diseases as a hematology test in clinical laboratories. Besides that, ESR is a non-specific test that mostly increases in
diseases, such as infections, inflammations, and malignancies. Despite the limited impact in current clinical practices, ESR measurement has a significant role in temporal arteritis, polymyalgia rheumatica, rheumatoid arthritis. Generally, oncologists request ESR test to monitor patients with Hodgkin Lymphoma on post-chemotherapy period with to determine early relapse [4]. Erythrocyte sedimentation rate levels are higher in female, hypercholesterolemia, and among those living at high altitude and also increase physiologically with age [5, 6]. Erythrocyte sedimentation rate value up to 15 mm/h in males and up to 20 mm/h in females is considered normal. In the clinical chemistry practices, the most frequent techniques which performed to measure ESR are Westergren [7] methods diversifying according to the tube size and anticoagulant type [3, 8]. The analysis is generally carried out by operators manually in the clinics, but there are also automated bench top products worldwide easy to use [3].

The classical Westergren method is a gold standard reference measurement for ESR accepted by The International Council for Standardization in Hematology [9]. The Westergren method has several well-described limitations in routine laboratory practice [10, 11]. Therefore, automated methods have been developed for ESR measurement, which concludes in a significantly shorter analysis time. In recent years, the newer ESR measurement systems have some potential advantages. The analyzer can work with 1.5 ml blood sample. Users can select from 8, 16, 32 and 64 positions, respectively according to needs. Any closed ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)-contain tubes that can be selected for the ESR test to prevent contamination and to ensure biological safety. Results are obtained between 15-30 minutes. These analyzers, which are standardized with commercial control kits, have a good correlation with the golden standard Westergren method. There are some physiological factors that affect ESR measurement, such as red blood cell concentration, hematocrit level, plasma viscosity, plasma proteins containing fibrinogen, albumin and globulins [11, 12]. Also, there are many technical factors during the Westergren methods, such as high levels of in the tube, heparin containing vacutainer preference instead of citrate, holding the tube straight, inadequate shaking of blood, and environment’s temperature [12]. Notwithstanding all these, the Westergren method is not very practical in routine laboratory. For instance, a longer time period and a higher volume of blood are required for the analysis [13, 14].

In our clinical laboratory, we use the VISION automated ESR analyzer. This analyzer can run into two different modes, cycle (batch) mode, and random mode. Cycle mode allows the user to place all instances at once. The shaking process is done automatically by the analyzer in this mode and gets results for the whole batch after 20 minutes. Random mode allows users to be added samples at any time to the analyzer, but there is no shaking process in this mode [11, 15]. Among these modes, it is significant to investigate whether there is a difference between ESR measurement and the optimization of clinic laboratories. When using the random mode, it should be compatible with the cycle mode so that doctors can interpret the clinical evaluation safely. However, to our knowledge, no study has been found comparing the modes of ESR measurement analyzers.

Herein, we examined the compatibility between modes and the performance of this automated system, which is crucial for clinical evaluation. The present study aims to demonstrate the incompatibility between random and cycle modes of automated ESR analyzer and investigate whether if there is a standardized option that can reduce the diversity of ESR measurements.

Materials and Methods

This research was carried out through the samples of 120 patients, which were simultaneously analyzed on VISION-C (SHENZHEN YHLO BIOTECH CO., Shenzhen, China, 32 samples) automated ESR analyzer. The data were obtained from patients between one to 85 years old prospectively, who were admitted to our hospital between March-August 2018.

Two different modes, cycle mode and random mode, have been applied by the manufacturer to the VISION automated ESR analyzer, that device can preferably run in one of two modes. Cycle mode allows the operator to put in all patients’ samples at once and obtain results for the whole batch after 20 minutes. In cycle mode, the tube is placed vertically in one of the slots and the analyzer rotates the tubes 16 times with 180° angle. The random mode allows the operator to add extra samples at any time even when there are other samples running. Results can be obtained after 20 minutes for each test as the same time in cycle mode. Before placing samples in the analyzer on random mode, as it is strongly recommended to mix the sample manually for about 10 times, but this RM does not shake samples, it was conducted for all samples in random mode [16]. Based on observations, which demonstrate incompatible results for ESR values in random mode, we added a standardized manipulation: shaking process to the random mode in addition to these two modes with the IKA ROLLER 10 Digital at 60 rpm. Hereby, ESR was performed in mainly three groups (cycle mode, random mode, and manipulation via application of shaker before running random mode, named as CM, RM, and SM, respectively). Besides, all main groups were also divided into subgroups according to the accepted ESR values less than 20 mm/h (groups named as CM1, RM1, and SM1, respectively) and ESR values higher than 20 mm/h (groups named as CM2, RM2, and SM2, respectively). According to the literature, 20 mm/h is considered as the upper limit for healthy adults’ ESR values. In our research, there are three main groups and with additional subgroups totally nine groups.

In our laboratory, the blood samples are taken into a blood tube containing K3-EDTA fluid for ESR analysis. The minimum sample volume is 1.5 ml for the ESR analyzer. The samples that thoroughly mixed with K3-EDTA fluid are put into the analyzer without delay. With the help of gravity, the erythrocytes begin to collapse, and the clear plasma accumulates in the upper
part of the tube. The analyzer calculates the sedimentation rate by scanning the intersection of plasma and erythrocytes for a certain time with a moving infrared emitting and receiving (950 nm). The VISION ESR analyzer measures the distance in 0.25 mm that is scanning precision, and it has a 100–240V, 50/60Hz power supply.

The statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS 20.0 Software. The normal distribution of the data for the parametric-nonparametric test selection was investigated using statistical evaluation. Wilcoxon signed-rank test and pairwise comparison test were performed in each groups and modes. Spearman correlation analysis was used for nonparametric tests because parametric test assumptions did not meet the normal distribution. The data were also evaluated using the Bland-Altman method [17] to compare three modes and nine groups. The P-value of 0.05 (p<0.05) was considered significant. Passing and Bablok regression analysis was also used for comparison of each groups and modes.

Ethics
This prospective study was approved by the Ethics Committee of ***University (Project number: KÜ GOKAEK 2019/135). All authors declare to be in accordance with the ethical standards that defined in the WMA Declaration of Helsinki and ICMJE.

Results
In this prospective study, the same patient’s blood samples were studied in three groups in the same device. The three main groups were also divided into two subgroups with ESR values below 20 mm/h and above (Table 1).

All patients’ age range was 1-85 and mean of age was 58.32±14.91. The patients consisted of 41 males (34.17%) and 79 females (65.83%). There were 64 samples in the group less than 20 mm/h and 56 samples in the group higher than 20 mm/h.

The ESR analyzer optimally operates in CM. When our results were evaluated, there was a statistically significant difference between CM and RM (p=0.00, n=120). In SM group, the mean was slightly closer to CM. When we look at the mean of all groups, the RM mean is higher than the mean of the other groups (Table 1).

In the ESR values less than 20 mm/h, there was a statistically significant difference between CM1 and RM1 (p=0.001, n=64). There was no statistically significant difference between CM1 and SM1 (p=0.06, n=64). There was also a statistically significant difference between SM1 and RM1 (p=0.04, n=64).

In the ESR values higher than 20 mm/h, there was a statistically significant difference between CM2 and RM2 (p=0.00, n=56). There was no statistically significant difference between CM2 and SM2 (p=0.054).
and SM2 (p=0.295, n=56). There was not also a statistically significant difference between SM2 and RM2 (p=0.054, n=56). Although there was no statistical difference, there was a significant difference between the means of SM2 and RM2.

All groups were also analyzed with Bland-Altman graphs shown below in Figure 1.

When the Bland-Altman graphs are drawn separately according to the modes, the ESR results of all the samples measured by CM and RM are within the confidence interval. However, the mean and confidence interval are higher than the other two Bland-Altman graphs. The mean bias of difference for the Bland-Altman graph was +2.86±6.92 (-10.70 to +16.42 95% CI; Confidence Interval). The better accordance was seen between CM and SM. The mean bias was -1.3±5.45 (-12.00 to +9.40 95% CI) (Fig. 1a).

When the Bland-Altman graphs of the ESR values less than 20 mm/h is drawn according to each mode, the compatibility between the modes is almost identical. However, the mean and confidence interval values of the graph drawn for CM1 and RM1 were higher than the other modes. The mean bias was +1.5±3.37 (-5.13 to +8.13 95% CI) (Fig. 1b).

Erythrocyte sedimentation rate values higher than 20 mm/h were within the confidence interval in all modes. However, the mean and confidence interval values of the graph drawn for CM2 and RM2 were higher than the other modes. The mean bias was 4.41±2.29 (-13.76 to +22.58 95% CI) (Fig. 1c). As we can understand from the Bland-Altman analysis, CM2 and SM2 were found to be more compatible than RM2.

Besides, regression analysis of ESR was performed according to all modes. The equation and R2 values of the ESR were shown in Figure 2.

When the regression analysis of all samples was evaluated according to CM, the correlation coefficient between them was almost the same (n=120, respectively r=0.909, CM & RM; r=0.938, CM & SM; r=0.943, RM & SM).

The ESR values less than 20 mm/h were evaluated according to CM1, we found the lower correlation between the modes (r=0.658 CM1 & RM1; r=0.707 CM1 & SM1; r=0.771 RM1 & SM1, respectively). When the regression analysis of all modes was evaluated according to CM, we found the lowest correlation between CM and RM.

**Discussion**

Recently, new methods and analyzers have been developed to improve the sedimentation measurement procedure and users’ safety. The new automated systems are reliable, precise, accurate and easy to use. The automated systems reduce individual dependence in measurement and are preferred concerning safety [3, 18].

Recent studies about new ESR analyzers refer that the standardization of sample dilution, degree of mixing, red cell aggregation at the start of the test, and adjustment for environ-
ment temperature as main improvements. Compared to the 60 minutes required for the Westergren method, results are obtained in 25 minutes; additionally, a 1 ml blood sample is sufficient volume for the ESR autoanalyzer [10]. In most articles about this issue, ESR analyzer methods were compared with the standardized method recommended by ICSH-1993 [18]. Several studies have demonstrated improved precision and high correlation between the reference Westergren method and ESR analyzer [19]. There are also studies in the literature that compare different ESR analyzer [2-4, 20, 21].

Erythrocyte sedimentation rate automated analyzers use undiluted blood samples. However, since the tubes used for the complete blood counts (CBC) can be used, there is no need to take blood from the patient for the second time. Besides,

Figure 2. Bland-Altman graphs of the ESR values less than 20 mm/h of three modes with regression analysis.

Figure 3. Bland-Altman graphs of the ESR values higher than 20 mm/h of three modes with regression analysis.
researchers have studied on which anticoagulant should be used to obtain optimum results in ESR measurement [22, 23]. K3-EDTA tubes are recommended by ICSH and the National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards (NCCLS) as they are more reliable than sodium citrate tubes [3]. Another significant issue is that blood samples are well mixed with anticoagulants. It is recommended that the blood tube is turned up for at least 5-6 times or a mixer device should be used before it is put into the ESR analyzer. VISION ESR analyzer used in our laboratory has a mixing process in CM.

In a study, researchers mentioned that individuals with high ESR (>50 mm/h) had low values measured by the automated SE-DI system, whereas individuals with normal ESR had no different values [22]. In other studies, the same results were obtained, and researchers recommended that results were confirmed with the Westergren method, which was the golden standard, because of bias in high ESR level [23, 24]. In our study, the findings showed that adding a standardized shaker process to the random mode (especially in ESR values higher than 20 mm/h) yields more optimum results (p=0.295, n=56 CM2&SM2). The mean of RM was higher than the other two modes. As we can see from the Blant-Altman graphs, the mean of the differences between CM2 and RM2 was close to twice the other modes and the confidence interval has increased. Although the RM value is high, the Blant-Altman results are accepted to be more valuable in evaluating clinic laboratory data [25]. In addition, the blood should be mixed well with the anticoagulant. The mixing in the CM is automatically carried out by rotating 180° vertically by the analyzer. When we use a shaker in SM, the tubes are rotated horizontally. When we look at our results, the results of the shaker have not reached the desired level with the CM1, which are ESR values lower than 20 mm/h. However, for ESR values higher than 20 mm/h, there is no significant difference between CM2 and SM2 results. (p=0.295, n=56). The question is why the vertical and horizontal translation of the tubes will make a difference concerning ESR results. Further studies are needed in the future.

In addition to these studies, it is significant to verify whether there is any difference between the modes of these commonly used automated analyzer itself. The clinicians provided feedback for ESR results, which are higher than expected values. The analyzer operators saw abnormalities in the patient result, which was in random mode. Then, the shake process was added to random mode. We saw that the results were slightly close to the CM. While the ESR values were within the normal range, the application of the external roller shake process had no effect in optimizing the ESR measurement, whereas, in ESR >20 mm/h, the desired results were obtained. With ESR >20 mm/h roller shaker, there is no difference in cycle mode. Because in our opinion, although the manufacturer warns that the tube should be turned upside down at least 10 times in RM, the interaction of the blood sample with the anticoagulant in the hemogram tube is less. Therefore, the measurement may differ from the expected value. In CM, the interaction with the anticoagulant agent is better and the measurement is more optimal and expected. According to CM, the mean±SD values of RM in all groups are higher than the other two modes. On the other hands, looking at ESR values less than 20 mm/h, the addition of shaking process reduced the difference between RM1 and CM1. However, there was no difference between RM1 and SM1. In these groups, the addition of the shaking process could not reach the desired result.

It has been reported in the VISION operation manual book that if the ESR result is higher than 60 mm/h, there may be a high deviation between the standard results obtained by the Westergren method and those results. Results that are high deviations that should be checked using the Westergren method test [16].

A study in the literature mentioned that further studies evaluating the impacts of alternate ESR methods on clinical diagnosis and management were required for the analyzer standardization [26].

Conclusion
To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate the difference between the modes of the VISION automated ESR analyzer, which is used commonly in the laboratories. We can recommend a careful examination and standardization of the results of different modes of ESR analyzer based on our own results.

Limitations of this study
Erythrocyte sedimentation rate values that higher than 20 mm/h can be diluted and read again on the analyzer. The position of the tube is also significant. The barcode should not be in the first place where the light enters the tube. Due to the design of this research, which is not a method comparison, determination of intraturn and inter-run precision, mean bias and Total Allowable Error (TEa) of VISION automated ESR analyzer have not been implemented and also stability test with the gold standard Westergren method were not carried out.
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